
Observer Name(s): Sabrina Joyce-Kemper, Max Kemper, Lucas Kemper, Amelia Kemper, Benjamin 
Kemper.

Address: C/O 23 Portmarnock Crescent, Portmarnock, Co. Dublin

Date: 28th February 2022

Planning Authority: Aircra  Noise Competent Authority(ANCA) / Fingal County Council (FCC)

Planning Reference: F20A/0668 – Dra  regulatory Decision Nov 11 2021

We wish to make an observa on in rela on to the public consulta on on ANCAs dra  regulatory decision.
We currently  live under  the flight  path  of  Dublin  airport  and currently  experience a substan al  amount of  sleep
disturbance from night flights. Based on replies from DAA to complaints that we have made the decibel level of these
disturbances regularly exceed 55LDB. Despite this our property is not within the noise contour zones that would be
allowed to apply for noise insula on. When the new runway becomes opera onal such disturbance issues will only
increase. In addi on to our personal issues Ms. Joyce-Kemper is extremely involved in the protec on of local Natura
2000 sites and the species that they are designated to protect. The are concerns that this decision and the documents
submi ed to inform it fall far short of complying with the legisla ve provisions of the Habitats Direc ve. 

1. Appropriate Assessment insufficient

1.1 No actual AA determina on by ANCA.
In rela on to the requirement for AA, a stage 1 screening iden fied the requirement for AA stage 2 assessment. 
This applica on is not a standard consent process as there is a dual aspect to the consent. The regulatory decision by
ANCA which was for the purposes of avoiding conflict of interest, func onally separated from Fingal County Council.
There are no names of ANCA members listed on the dra  regulatory decision document or the accompanying report
so it is unnown who contributed to, wrote and signed off on the decision. The NIS was compiled on behalf of ANCA
and on page 5 of the dra  descison in “ma ers considered” it says it had regard to the the NIS. On page 6 of the report
under heading “approreate asssmesnt” it states at the bo om of the sec on and page;

[PLACEHOLDER FOR THE APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT DETERMINATION IN THE FINAL RD] 

From what I can gather from this statement is that ANCA have 
a). made a dra  decision as competent authority for this consent process as 
b). part of a mandatory  larger planning consent process , but 
c). did NOT come to an AA determina on BEFORE making the dra  decision.

The NIS makes its recommenda ons but this is s ll not a determina on. And at this point in me it would  appear to a
reasonable person  that ANCA have proceeded with a regulatory decision (albeit in dra )  and put it out to public
consulta on but are not telling the public what impacts in terms of Habitats Direc ve and Birds Direc ve it determined
the decision to have.  That will only be included in the final decision AFTER the public consulta on period. 

1.2 No appropriate assessment for North Runway development
The applica on to amend condi ons from a previous grant of planning F04A/1755 appealed to An Bord Pleanála under
PL06F.217429 and extended under F04A/1755/E1

At no point during any of these planning applica ons/ appeal/ consent was an appropriate assessment carried out in
rela on to the applica on. None. When commen ng on the extension applica on heritage officer for Fingal CC Gerry
Clabby refereed to sec on 42(1)(a)(ii)(IV) (we presume of the Planning and Development act of 2000) to state that an
updated EIA and an AA were not required,  in January 2017. This was contrary to the Birds Direc ve and Habitats
Direc ve under EU primary law as entered into force at EU level, the Irish government had failed to transpose it into
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na onal  law  un l  7  months  later  with  S.I.  No.  342  of  2017PLANNING  AND  DEVELOPMENT  (AMENDMENT)
REGULATIONS 2017. A subsequent court case  Merriman v Fingal County Council and others , Barre  J did not overturn
the extension permission.  This leaves us with an amendment to a grant of planning in 2022, which is based on an EIS
that is informed by surveys and informa on only up 2005 and no Appropriate Assessment since 2005 on a massive
planning development.  

Happily the Merriman judgment has been overtaken by Friends of the Irish Environment V An Bord Pleanála 2018 No.
734 J.R.  and Court of Jus ce judgment C 254/19 which found that an extension to a permission was a project as
defined under the EIA Direc ve and that defini on was applicable to the Habitats Direc ve. In the CJEU decision which
the high court used to quash the extension to original grant of planning, the court found;

- That account should be taken of any assessments carried out for earlier consents , this avoids the same project being
subject  to  several  environmental  assessments,  but  by  doing  so  cant  rule  out  the risk  that  the  consent  will  have
significant effects on the Natura 2000 site unless the other assessments . In this case no earlier assessment was carried
out and so must now be carried out on the en rety of the development subject to the original planning, extension of
planning and now the amendment of planning.

- That any assessments shall contain complete, precise and defini ve conclusions capable of removing all reasonable
scien fic doubt as to the effects of the works; and provided that there are no changes in the relevant environmental
and scien fic data, and  no changes to the project and  no other plans and projects to be taken into account  AS
assessments or conclusions have ever been carried out and since grant of planning in 2007 there have been mul ple
changes in cumula ve impacts, regulatory and legisla ve regime, impacts on environment then these must now be
addressed with this planning applica on AND in this separate noise regulatory decision. 

In the Shannon LNG case (as with this extension permission currently under amendment)  The original consent was not
preceded by an assessment under ar cle 6(3) Therefore it cant be ruled out that such a project might have a significant
effect on the Natura 2000 sites, and  that such considera ons are such,  as to require a consent to be preceded by an
appropriate assessment , such an assessment cant be a simple update of the assessment that may have been carried
out previously – it must consist of a full assessment of the implica ons of the en re project.

This was summarised in paragraph 59 which stated:

“It is for the competent authority to assess whether a decision extending the period originally set for carrying out a
project..the original consent for which has lapsed, must be preceded by an appropriate assessment….and if so, whether
that assessment must relate to the en re project or part thereof, taking into account, inter alia, previous assessments
that may have been carried out and changes in the relevant environmental and scien fic data as well as any changes
to the project and existence of other plans or projects….A previous assessment of that project, carried out before the
original consent for the project was granted, cannot rule out that risk unless it contains full, precise and defini ve
conclusions capable of removing all scien fic doubt as to the effects of the works,  and provided that there are no
changes in the relevant environmental and scien fic data, no changes to the project and no other plans or projects.” 

As it is clear that no appropriate assessment has ever been carried out for any part of the North Runway project, it
would be impossible for the current NIS(s)  in rela on to both the Planning applica on and the regulatory decision to
be considered sufficient, as it only considers the impacts from the amendment of the condi ons.  As no AA has ever
been carried  out  all  poten al  impacts  from the development  since 2006 and any  cumula ve impacts with other
developments granted since then must be assessed  in  order for  a legal  and valid  appropriate assessment to be
completed both by ANCA and by Fingal County Council. 

2. Deficiencies in the NIS:

2.1 AA legisla on
Some of the legisla on that governs Appropriate assessment and the informa on to be contained in an Natura Impact
Statement are listed below.

- Direc ve 92/43/EEC (the “Habitats Direc ve”) was adopted on 21 May 1992,
- The Birds Direc ve (Direc ve 79/409/EEC) was consolidated in Direc ve 2009/147/EC,
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-  Originally  transposed  by  European  Communi es  (Natural  Habitats)  Regula ons  1997  (S.I.  No.94/1997)  Now
transposed by Part XAB of the Planning and Development Act 2000 and the European Communi es (Birds and Natural
Habitats) Regula ons 2011 (S.I. No.477/2011)

- ar cle 6(3) of the Habitats direc ve states that any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the
management of the site but likely to have a significant effect thereon, either individually or in combina on with other
plans or  projects,  shall  be  subject  to  appropriate  assessment  of  its  implica ons for  the site  in view of  the site's
conserva on objec ves. 

- Ar cle 4(4) of the Birds Direc ve provides that Member States shall take appropriate steps to avoid pollu on or
deteriora on of habitats or any disturbances affec ng the birds, in so far as these would be significant

- Sec on 177U in Part XAB of the PDA 2000 requires the competent authority to consider ‘best scien fic knowledge’
whereas Part 5 of the 2011 Regula ons requires the public authority to consider both ‘best scien fic knowledge’ and
the ‘conserva on objec ves’ of the site.

2.2 Per nent Case law:
- However, it is apparent from the Waddenzee case that all aspects of a plan or project must be iden fied “in the light
of the best scien fic knowledge in the field”. 

- In Case C-461/17,  Holohan & ors. v An Bord Pleanála it was held  that, where the competent authority rejects the
findings  in  a  scien fic  expert  opinion  recommending  that  addi onal  informa on  be  obtained,  the  ‘appropriate
assessment’ must include an explicit and detailed statement of reasons capable of dispelling all reasonable scien fic
doubt concerning the effects of the work envisaged on the site concerned. 

- Following the appropriate assessment, consent can only be given if the competent authority has determined that it
will not adversely affect the integrity of the relevant European sites which were considered as part of the assessment. 

- In Case C-127/02,  Waddenzee it was held that an ‘appropriate assessment’ means  “all the aspects of the plan or
project which could affect the site’s conserva on objec ves must be iden fied in light of the best scien fic knowledge
in the field”.   

- In Case C-404/09,  Commission v Spain, it was held that the obliga on to carry out appropriate assessment is to be
discharged “in the light of the best scien fic knowledge in the field”, with the test being that “..no reasonable scien fic
doubt remains as to the absence of such effects”.

In summary authorisa on may only be given on condi on that the competent authori es are certain that the plan or
project will  not have las ng adverse effects on the integrity of that site, i.e.  where no reasonable scien fic doubt
remains as to the absence of such effects, which leads us to specific lacunae in the NIS.

2.3 Lacunae, Omissions, lack of cumula ve impacts:

- There is no assessment of the poten al for increased bird strikes as a result of a) the Runway development and
associated addi onal flights or b). the increase in night flights as a result of the change to the condi ons and increase
in noise impacts.

-No surveys were carried out at night. Despite the amendment condi ons rela ng specifically to night flights.

-No individual assessment of Bird SCIs in SPAS affected were carried out. The NIS  referred to generalised impacts on
species. But for instance Lapwing and Golden Plover which are SCIs at some of the SPAs’  and SACs are nocturnal
feeders (Gillings S. & Sutherland W.J. 2007) and so would be more impacted and specifically impacted by an increase
in night flights during the night when the baseline noise would generally be lower and visual impact of aircra  lights in
a dark zone would be more visually arres ng.  

(Gillings S. & Sutherland W.J. 2007) in conclusion paragraph states:  Nocturnal foraging may allow plovers to exploit
alterna ve more profitable prey types, yielding higher intake rates that may be essen al for successfully balancing
energy budgets. Indeed nocturnal foraging may be the preferred strategy 
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the full scien fic paper can be found here: h ps://avibirds.com/wp-content/uploads/pdf/goudplevier6.pdf

In the NIS it states at sec on 5.3. it states only three characteris cs that have the poten al for adverse impacts:

For both the ‘with the 32mppa cap in place’ and the ‘without the 32mppa cap in place’ scenarios the future baseline
and the assessment case shows only  three key change characteris cs that  have the poten al  to have an adverse
impact on the integrity of any Natura 2000 sites: 
• The effects of increases in the level and frequency of noise, and visual disturbance events caused by increases in
aircra  overflying of Natura 2000 sites and poten ally, also by this overflying occurring at differing mes of the day
and night. 
•  The effects of  changes to air  quality,  par cularly  increases  in the concentra ons of  NOx and levels of  nitrogen
deposi on, caused by increased numbers of aircra  overflying Natura 2000 sites. 
• The effects of emergency fuel  dumping from overflying aircra  affec ng Natura 2000 sites directly,  or indirectly
through surface water pathways.

An NIS is  supposed to list  the significant impact  of all  impacts. Notwithstanding the impact of  the actual  runway
development  that  was  never  assessed  even  if  you  were just  assessing  the  increase  in  flights  as  a  result  of  the
regulatory decision you s ll have to include indirect impacts that may be significant. In this case this would include for
example:

- increase in number of planes refuelling (use of fossil fuels, fuel spills and carbon emissions)
- Increase in chemical use during de-icing and wash off of said chemicals on hard surfaces into surface water network
and streams which are pathway receptors to SAC/ SPA
- increase in service vehicles and associated carbon emissions to turn around addi onal planes for take off

There  should  also  be  cumula ve  impact  of  not  just  the  aircra  disturbance  but  disturbance  from  traffic  noise,
construc on, Dog walking, gun clubs/ hun ng, tunnel boring etc unless the cumula ve impacts are address in rela on
to noise and disturbance the NIS is not complete. 

2.4 Assesment of increased flights based on passenger numbers. 
In sec on 5.8 of the NIS its states the following;

What this means is that when then considering the effect of the NAO and RD whilst the 32mppa cap remains in place,
compared to the likely future baseline, there will be more night- me flights albeit once the level of the cap is reached
(in 2027), this will be offset by their being fewer day me flights. As a result, on average, noise levels will therefore be,
across the en re day / night period, the same. 

In 5.9 it states:
The  ques on  therefore  is  whether  specifically,  increased  night- me  flights  are  more  likely  to  compromise  the
conserva on objec ves of the Natura 2000 sites, these being, in par cular, important birds. 

5.10 it states:
According to daa forecasts, for 2025, actual numbers of night- me flights to occur within the night- me period will be,
annually, just below 32,000 compared to the future baseline of just under 20,000 flights. This is an increase of just over
60%. 

This method of calcula ng number of increases in night flight is highly flawed as it does not include cargo opera ons,
transfers and nowhere does it iden fy a highly probable increase in the use of Dublin Airport for long haul flights due
to Brexit and the need for Aircra  operators to hold separate licences for the UK and Ireland. Having to double up on
licences and regulatory red tape may make Dublin a more a rac ve stop over or cargo operator (Air to Dublin and Ro-
Ro to Europe by road Ferry). The impact of cargo or non passenger opera ons and BREXIT must be properly considered
in any NIS and AA. 
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Sec on 5.11 of the NIS states:
It is considered that birds are unlikely to be any more disturbed by aircra  at night when compared with the day. In
fact arguably, because the aircra  themselves will be, except for its ligh ng, much less visible, birds would become less
likely to be disturbed.

No scien fic informa on is provided in support of this statement and they did not observe any changes in nocturnal
behaviour because there were no surveys carried out at night. . The journal of zooology scien fic paper M. McBlain,K.1

A. Jones,G. Shannon 2020, in fact found that oystercatchers do respond to increases in noise at night as they cannot
rely on their vocal warnings and so use visual checks to see if they are in danger which disrupts sleeps pa erns:

Li le is known about which sense oystercatchers u lize the most during predator detec on, however, they are known
for their very noisy ‘peeping’ calls. Therefore, it can be expected that stronger winds will reduce the effec veness of
auditory signals, as demonstrated in the American pika (Ochotona princeps) (Hayes & Huntly, 2005). It is possible that
visual surveillance is increasing in frequency with stronger winds because auditory signalling is compromised, as shown
in other species exposed to noisy environments (Rabin, Coss & Owings, 2006; Shannon et al., 2014).

full ar cle here:
h ps://zslpublica ons.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jzo.12812

Nis goes on to state at 5.12 :
This lack of visual s muli is backed up by research from Cu s et al (2009), who detailed that habitua on by waterfowl
flocks on the Humber Estuary, England, to regular commercial aircra  flights that operate to and from Humberside
Airport, appears to occur (more is said on habitua on later in this Report). The research states that birds showed no
response to regular daily flights, except on two occasions, when they appeared “spooked” by the shadow of an aircra
that passed close to where they were congregated, though no comment is given as to the total flights observed. For
these reasons it is believed that visual s muli increases the poten al for disturbance from overflying.

And at  5.13 : Addi onally the mings of these increased number of night-flights, being mostly late (0600- 0700) and
early (2300-2330) in the night- me period are so close to the mings of flights that would occur outside of the night-

me period (just a er 0700 and just before 2300) that it is considered highly unlikely that they would lead to new
effects.  The  behaviour  of  birds  during  these  mes  might  change  somewhat  during  a  year  reflec ng  seasonal
differences including the ming of sunrise  and sunset,  and the reasons the  birds are using the sites i.e.  roos ng,
breeding, foraging etc., but it is not considered likely that these addi onal night-flights given the ming they occur,
would affect compromise the conserva on objec ves of any Natura 2000 site that occurs within the ZoI.

These effects only seem to dealing with disturbance recognised as “flushing” when birds move or fly as a result of
disturbance. There is no assessment whatsoever of the effects of noise increases on the stress behaviours of birds, on
their ability to fall into deep sleep, on their ability communicate or inability to communicate if frequent aircra  noise is
drowning out communica ons in rela on to predator warnings, feeding, breeding etc. It is interes ng to note that in
dealing with a NIS that is specific to noise impacts for a noise regulator to make a decision on,  that there is NO
scien fic informa on on current decibel levels at monitoring  sta ons in proximity to the SAC and SPA in ques on
(which the DAA actually have) nor the decibel levels at which aircra  noise could be considered as interfering with
avian communica ons on a 24 hour basis which could lead to a decline in species, through feeding loss,  breeding
reduc on etc. Outside of the AA regime that calcula on of noise impacts MUST be based on the factual data that the
DAA hold in rela on to actual recorded noise levels at monitoring sta ons. This informa on must be made available as
part of any applica on for ANCA, FCC and the public concerned to analyse and make informed decisions on. 

I submit Scien fic papers at the following online loca ons which detail the importance of vocal communica on in birds
the impacts of vocal masking from noise impacts,  and impacts of other forms of disturbance (not just flushing). Also
a ached to the end of this submission is an exper paper which refutes the NIS claims to birds habitua ng to aircra
disturbance.

h ps://seabirdprotec onnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Aircra -disturbance-literature-review.pdf

1
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h ps://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1365-2656.13059

h ps://academic.oup.com/beheco/ar cle/26/2/435/2578837

h ps://sora.unm.edu/sites/default/files/journals/iws/n005/p00006-p00019.pdf

h ps://www.sciencedirect.com/science/ar cle/pii/S25300644193005984

h ps://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1365-2664.13742

h ps://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/10/191025101507.htm

h ps://www.nature.com/ar cles/news020708-6

3. Unauthorised development
3.1 Does this applica on to amend amount to renten onal permission or a form of subs tue consent?

 As per 34(12) of the Planning and Development Act(s) 2001 to present, A planning authority shall refuse to consider
an applica on to retain unauthorised development of land where the authority  decides that if  an applica on for
permission had been made in respect of the development concerned before it was commenced the applica on would
have required that one or more than one of the following was carried out: 

(a) an environmental impact assessment,

(b) a determina on as to whether an environmental impact assessment is required, or

(c) an appropriate assessment.

34(12)  as  amended  -  A  planning  authority  must  now  refuse  to  consider  an  applica on  for  reten on  planning
permission for an EIA development 

-Subsec on (a) includes development for which EIA is mandatory (

Annex I and Schedule 5 Part 1)

-Subsec on (b)
-Developments which are required to be screened as to whether an EIA is
required (Annex II and Schedule 5 Part 2)
-Sub-threshold developments (PA must assess using criteria in Schedule 7)
-Extends to developments where if screened (before construc on) would
have led to the conclusion that an EIA was not required

  -Subsec on (c) Assessments regarding Habitats Direc ve (Natura) NIA

As has been made clear earlier in this submission there was no AA carried out on any part of the original development
consent, nor on the extension. As this applica on and this regulatory decision includes an AA of sorts in rela on to
part  of the overall  development which related to specific condi ons,  and as no AA took place when it  has  been
iden fied by the Shannon LNG case that an extension permission such as this one should be subject to an Ar cle 6(3)
assessment which never took place, it could therefore be the case that this applica on is an a empt to regularise what
under current jurisprudence and legisla on amounts to unauthorised development (as the runway was already started
in 2016 and is largely built now). Under the above legisla on ANCA as the competent authority for Noise assessment
and indeed Fingal  County Council  as the competent authority for  planning are now precluded from considering a
development consent that amends a previous consent that would have required an AA before it was commenced.

The difficulty  is  as  this  development  was never  subject  to an  EIA or  AA  there is  a  knock on  effect  on  all  other
developments that may have had cumula ve impacts on the Natura Network also impacted by the North Runway
development including impacts on water bodies (Cuckoo, Mayne, Sluice  and tributaries run around the airport) that
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may be subject to Water Framework Direc ve and the subsequent Wesser judgment. It will also impact on local area
plans, development plans and SEAs for plans linked to the North Runway development. Un l this major legal issue is
resolved ANCA and FINGAL county council are precluded from making a decision.

It is suggested that a legal opinion be sought and published on the issue above. 

Yours sincerely

Sabrina Joyce-Kemper and Kemper Family

1 WHAT EFFECT DO AIRPLANES HAVE ON BIRDS? – A SUMMARY Norbert Kempf and Ommo Hüppop, Ins tute for
Ornithological Research, Helgoland Ornithological Sta on 

No one will expect this short ques on to produce an equally short and simple answer. The diversity of animal species
and individual situa ons results in a wealth of barely classifiable and predictable responses. Outside in wild a lot of
individual  events can be observed that o en appear contradictory. And opinions on the implica ons of  a conflict
between  protec on  of  birds  and  air  traffic  are  correspondingly  divergent.  Representa ves  of  authori es  and
associa ons nevertheless frequently expect a decision that is brief and unequivocal as possible. A empts are o en
made to quan fy and predict the effects of air traffic on birds in expert appraisals. The plethora of local individual
situa ons and the different  approaches to studies lead to results  that  are barely comparable with each other or
generally capable of extrapola on. Against this background, the results widely sca ered in publica ons and the “grey
literature”  (appraisals,  disserta ons  etc.)  have  been  compiled  and  their  variability  and  iden fiable  universally
applicable correla ons have been presented. In this ar cle, an earlier publica on (Kempf & Hüppop 1998) has been
partly updated and summarized on the basis of new developments and findings. 

Why do birds  react  at  all  to  flying objects? Almost  all  species of bird have to live with the threat  of  dangerous
predators swooping on them out of the sky. The fastest possible escape flight as soon as a predator appears is the only
sensible reac on in many cases. In the process, mistakes may also occur, so that birds respond to the sudden approach
of animals that are essen ally harmless by suddenly flying off. Airplanes can also prompt birds to take flight, even
though the aircra  do not appear as predators. In experiments on birds with different dummies, it was found that
escape  flight  reac ons  are  the  natural  response to all  flying  objects.  Fear  of  dummies  used  many  mes  quickly
subsided, but not their a en veness towards them. Individual features of the flying object, such as shape, size, angular
speed etc., are of differing significance as trigger mechanisms. But since wild animals react to enemies according to a
complex system, virtually no useful rules can be derived from this for air traffic. What kinds of reac on occur? When
an airplane appears, all possible levels of excita on are described in birds, from outwardly non-visible physiological
reac ons to protec on, ducking, increased calling ac vity, restless pacing back and forth, running away, flying off and
returning to the same place or a place close by, flying off and leaving the area,  right  through to panic-like flight
reac ons.  In  addi on, during the breeding period,  various predatory species of  bird repeatedly carry out pseudo-
a acks and also genuine a acks on gliders, hang-gliders and paragliders. 

Curlews some mes launch vicious a acks on model aeroplanes that fly over their breeding 2 grounds, which can also
lead to accidents. Waterfowl which take to the air because of an airplane usually  stay in the air for one to three
minutes, but some mes also considerably longer. A er this, it takes some me before the birds calm down again and
resume their  previous  ac vity.  Using  modern  electronic  instruments,  it  is  possible  to  measure  the heart  rate  of
brooding  birds.  Measurements  show that  these birds  o en  react  to  the appearance of  airplanes  with  a  marked
increase in heart rate, in other words they become nervous, even if no outward reac on is visible. It thus becomes
clear that the loss of me immediately associated with taking flight is not the only effect of an airplane on birds which
has to be taken into account. What are the effects of these reac ons? A crucial ques on that needs to be answered is
the extent  to which  effects can  be an cipated on individual  life  expectancy,  reproduc on rate and ul mately  on
popula on size. · 

First of all, any reac on leads to changes in energy conversion. In species which fly a lot (e.g. swallows) the energy
conversion during flight increases only to three mes the base energy conversion, in poor flyers or at high speeds (e.g.
in ducks) it some mes increases to more than 20 mes the base figure. In the case of escape and a ack flights of e.g.
waders of wet meadows, it has to be assumed that the energy consump on corresponds to twelve mes the base
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energy conversion. Even when there is no outwardly visible excita on, the heart rate may show a fi een-fold increase
and energy consump on may at least treble even without physical ac vity. · In res ng snow geese, it has been found
that the me of food intake during the day may be reduced by up to 51 % if they are disturbed. Brent geese which are
frightened every 30 minutes by aircra  or people must spend 30 % more me feeding compared with birds of the
same species in less intensely disturbed areas. When the period of daylight and other resources are limited, it is not
always possible to compensate for such loss of me. Disturbances can thus influence the me and energy budget of
birds and hence, for example, the ability to lay down fat reserves for migra on and breeding. In many species there is
documentary evidence to indicate that breeding success depends on the available energy reserves at the start of the
breeding periods. Birds try to make up for the energy deficits that come from constant disturbances by feeding at
different mes of the day, by feeding at the expense of other ac vi es, e.g. preening, by increased feeding rates or by
increased risk taking.

Even if it is hardly possible to provide any direct evidence in methodological terms, it becomes clear that individual life
expectancy and reproduc ve capacity may be impaired. Disturbances can also lead directly to expulsion and thus loss
of territory for certain species of bird. In geese, a rate of more than two disturbances an hour can lead to a decrease in
the bird popula on in the area concerned. Breeding birds may for example be driven to the edge of their territory or
out of their territory altogether by aircra , which has obvious consequences for feeding and breeding success. In some
cases, breeding areas are 3 abandoned altogether for this reason. Many bird species in Central Europe have been
reduced to small sca ered popula ons as the result of a deteriora on and decrease in habitat. Thus even the slightest
addi onal damage can lead to further decreases. 

Which birds react to airplanes? · Most reports on disturbances by aircra  concern ducks and waders (plovers). Geese
are par cularly  sensi ve to airplanes.  Aircra  disturbances are especially striking in those places  where the birds
gather in large swarms, in our case especially in the area of the Wadden Sea. · In the literature, nega ve effects of
aircra  at breeding me are documented in par cular for meadow-breeding waders (including curlews, godwits and
lapwings) in rela on to model aircra .  Flight reac ons of breeding lapwings to powered airplanes have also been
documented. In the case of breeding waders (Limicolae), however, air traffic with powered airplanes – in contrast to
model aircra  – and low-flying ultralight aircra  (up to 1994, see UL ar cle) – lead more rarely to visible reac ons. The
fact that the interests  of meadow birds and air  sports in par cular  o en come into conflict  is explained by their
matching  “habitat  preferences”:  expansive,  open  and  as  far  as  possible  unwooded  areas  that  are  remote  from
residen al districts and are or can be extensively used. Apart from ducks and waders, disturbed reac ons to flight
ac vi es have been reported for other waterfowl, great bustards, black grouse, various predatory birds and crows.
Par cular sensi vity to aircra  is shown by breeding colonies, especially those of larger bird species. 

For  colonies  of  terns,  gannets,  guillemots  and  pelicans,  almost  complete  breeding  failure  has  been  documented
following just a few aircra  fly-overs. The group of smaller song-birds has hardly been studied. Apart from in two
reports on a military jet exercise and an air display, where some small birds reacted with panic-like flight movements,
we did not find any reports in the literature about corresponding behavioral impairments. However, the reac ons of
small birds are difficult to observe. We know from our own observa ons that starlings at least frequently take flight in
response to airplanes. In wine-growing regions, airplanes are used to drive away starlings. How do birds respond to
different types of aircra ? Most studies on the effects of model aircra  are primarily concerned with meadowbreeding
waders during the breeding season. · In an area that has already been used by model aircra  enthusiasts for 17 years,
lapwings reacted in two-thirds of fly-overs with protec on-seeking behavior (in 50 % of cases as a result of powered
airplanes),  and  some mes  also  with  escape  reac ons.  A  strong  reac on  was  found  when  several  sources  of
disturbance occurred in combina on. · 

A newly arrived female lapwing  showed  substan ally  greater  anxiety  than the well  established birds.  Even if  the
meadow birds in this study region appeared to have grown accustomed to the model aircra  to a certain extent, the
flying of model aircra  s ll frequently led to disturbances, especially in combina on with people and dogs running 4
around. · One author measured escape distances from model aircra  of 150 - 250 m for meadowbreeding waders in
the breeding area, and 300 - 450 m for res ng birds. On three occasions he observed that breeding lapwings were
driven from their nests by model aircra . The escape distances were in the range 130-200 m. As long as the aircra
flying con nued, the birds did not return to their nests. · In studies on curlews in Southern Germany, losses of egg
clutches  were detected  on  several  occasions  as  a  result  of  flying  model  aircra .  The  birds  evacuated  the areas
completely or partly during model aircra  flying and o en did not return for the whole day. Young curlews hatched
more frequently in areas with no aircra  flying ac vity than in those where model aircra  were flown.
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A er a model aircra  site was set up, the curlew popula on in Isarmoos fell from a maximum of 15 to 3 - 4 pairs of
birds. The short-eared owl, Montagu’s harrier, snipe and corncrake all migrated away from the area. Since the habitat
was progressively worsening at the same me, however, it is not possible to iden fy the factor that was ul mately
responsible for this migra on. · In almost every large curlew breeding area in the southern region of the Upper Rhine
there is at least one site used for flying model aircra . The illustrates the poten ally grave consequences of this type of
aerial  sports.  ·  One author studied the propensity of  model  aircra  for  perpetually  frightening off birds.  Remote-
controlled model aircra  resulted in a marked frightening effect on almost all groups of birds. Geese reacted most
strongly. It was observed that the main advantage of this frightening technique was that no acclima za on effects
occurred. Other authors also assume that acclima za on to model aircra  is hardly possible. It is worth no ng that
hang-gliders and paragliders can induce greater anxiety in  chamois goats and ibexes than other aircra ,  including
helicopters. In some cases, these animals respond with panic-like flight reac ons and no longer appear in the same
area again for the rest of the day. A corresponding effect in birds has only once been documented, and this was in
black grouse. In the aerial sports regions of Oberallgäu, no decline was observed in any members of the grouse family.
In the few direct encounters that were observed, black grouse did not flee. Larger predatory birds may feel disturbed
in their area by hang-gliders and paragliders , and pilots even have to expect a acks. The abandonment of breeding
grounds or breeding losses appear to be occurring from me to me by golden eagles as a result of disturbances by
aerial sports enthusiasts, although it is difficult to provide any direct evidence of a link. 

Reports on the marked nega ve effects of ultralight aircra  are essen ally a ributable to the low-flying prac ces (at a
maximum height of 150 m) that were required by law un l 1994. · There is evidence to show that, on the landing area
of Reichelsheim, Hessen, a small brood of black-tailed godwits (over half the popula on in Hessen) and curlews died
out in the 80s as a result of ultralight aircra  ac vi es. On ac ve flying weekends, the district hun ng system of the
birds broke up. The many years of air traffic with other aircra  apparently had no nega ve impact. · The numbers of
res ng and foraging Bewick’s swans in an area of the Dutch delta region declined from 1400 - 4300 in the period from
1986 to 88 to a few individual 5 birds in 1989 a er a take-off and landing strip for ultralight aircra  was installed
nearby and had been in opera on for a year. With the flying laws that have also been in place for ultralight aircra
since 1994 (e.g. minimum flying al tude of 600 m above the ground on cross country flights) and in view of the type of
construc on of modern ultralight aircra , their effect on wild birds today can probably be regarded as similar to that of
powered airplanes. With normal glide r opera ons, disturbing effects on birds are hardly to be expected: Except at
take-off and landing, the thermal-dependent gliders mostly fly at a great height. In the literature there are few specific
data on the reac ons of birds to gliders/motor gliders. · The flight pa ern of gliders with large wing-spans and a slowly
gliding flight movement at what is usually a great  height  does however seem to fit the generalized pa ern of an
airborne enemy. In a study on breeding and res ng birds in the Wadden Sea, the disturbing effect of motor gliders was
considerably greater than that of powered airplanes. · 

The scarcity of gliders would also seem to play a role here: the only registered motor glider on the Wange raage during
the period of the study triggered the strongest and longest-las ng reac on of all. As soon as the motor glider came
into view, all the birds res ng on the salt flats – even the usually unruffled gulls and oyster catchers – took to the air,
making calling sounds as they circled the area for a long me. ·  In the case of  black grouse in an aviary used to
reintroduce birds into the wild, paniclike flight reac ons were observed with the direct approach flight and fly-over of
gliders and motor gliders – much more o en than in the case of fly-overs by fighter jets. · Flight reac ons of goats to
gliders have been reported from the Alps. The effects of powered airplanes on birds have been reported in par cular
from the Wadden Sea. · On various East Frisian islands, res ng birds showed a reac on to direct aircra  flyovers in 50 –
90 % of cases. Res ng birds reacted more by taking to the air (57 % of reac ons) than breeding birds (22 %) (see “What
other parameters influence the reac on?”). 

While there no marked differences were seen in the effects of aircra  flying at low and medium al tude, there was
overall a discernible tendency for higher-flying aircra  to cause less of a disturbance than lower-flying aircra . In a
study on the impact of human disturbance on Brent geese, aircra  or helicopters were the cause of geese taking to the
air in 26 % of all cases. While helicopters had the greatest impact, the reac ons to airplanes were only slightly weaker.
No clear difference was discernible between the impact of aircra  fly-overs at al tudes above or below 150 m. · In a
study on the factors disturbing birds at a high- de sanctuary in the Dutch Wadden Sea, airplanes and walkers were
found to be by far the most importance causes of reac ons. · According to a literature review on the disturbing effects
on waders in the Dutch Wadden Sea, airplanes were among the most disrup ve factors in the Wadden Sea. 

The authors presented a model which can be used to calculate the area affected by a disrup ve object. This model is
based on data rela ng to escape flight distance, the distance within which birds interrupt their search for food, and the
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me it takes for the 6 various disturbing effects to disappear again. In the case of oyster catchers, the affected area for
a mud-flats hiker walking at a speed of 3.6 km/h is 20 ha and for an airplane flying at an al tude of 150 m over the
mud-flats 15,000 ha. This large area is produced with a 1000 m breadth of impact to the right and le , a speed of 150
km/h and a dura on of 30 minutes. · A group of authors observed the flight of breeding meadow birds from powered
airplanes in many cases – both at low al tudes (50 - 100 m) and also at very high al tudes (in some cases then very
long protec on-seeking behaviour).  Powered airplanes induced protec on-seeking behaviour in  half  of  cases, and
model aircra  in about two-thirds of cases. In terms of the intensity of the impact which they have on birds, powered
airplanes lie  between  helicopters and jet  fighters  which  are  used  compara vely  li le,  if  at  all,  in  air  sports.  The
disturbing effect of military jet fighters on birds is o en less than one would expect in view of their rather unpleasant
effects for humans. 

By contrast, almost all authors come to the conclusion that, of all aircra , helicopters most frequently lead to reac ons
in birds and at the same me to the strongest disturbance reac ons. Systema c studies on the effect of free balloons
on animals  do  not  appear  to  have been  carried  out  to  date.  In  1996,  the Society  of  Wildlife  Biology  in  Munich
(Wildbiologische  Gesellscha  München)  carried  out  an  extensive  survey  of  experiences  on  this  subject  among
balloonists, hunters, farmers, nature lovers, biologists and others. In many respects, the evalua on suggests a situa on
similar  to  that  with  other  flying  devices:  most  balloon  rides  are  carried  out  without  any  discernibly  nega ve
consequences  for  animals.  To  some degree,  many  different  species  of  bird and  mammal  show  reac ons  of  fear
towards free balloons (flying at low al tude). Through a combina on with the burner, which may ignite precisely
when  the  animal  is  already  in  a  state  of  nervous  tension,  panic  flight  reac ons  are  possible  with  drama c
consequences for the individuals concerned. However, the effects of silent gas balloons is no less marked. The latest
example of an unfortunate incident: a pair of sea eagles which had nested in the Segeberg district for the first me in
2000 suffered enormous disturbance from a landing hot-air balloon, whereupon they abandoned their brood. What
other parameters influence the reac on? Since the visual facul es of birds tend to be essen ally far be er developed
than their auditory facul es, they respond less to noise than is generally assumed. Silent flying objects can induce
reac ons  similar  in  intensity  to  those  induced  by  noisy  aircra .  However,  visually  comparable  loud  airplanes  on
average induce more and stronger reac ons in birds than quiet ones. · 

In  breeding bald-headed eagles in North America,  the parameter  of  noise (in contrast to distance or  dura on of
visibility) played no role in disturbances caused by aircra . · In a study on a colony of terns, it was not un l jet noise
reached 90 and 95 dB (A) that two and four percent, respec vely, of the birds took to the air, and a further four
percent showed a fright reac on. · With motorized model aeroplanes, it is above all the irregular changes of volume
and frequency that play an important part in the disturbance effect. 7 There are more conclusive findings on the
influence of flight al tude than there are on the influence of noise volume, but these findings are rarely based on
measured al tude data. · In one expert appraisal on military air traffic, the al tude of helicopters was calculated from
distance with reference to land markings and from the angle. 

The frequency of bird reac ons was clearly dependent on the al tude of the helicopters (at 50 – 80 m there was a
reac on in 83 % of cases, at 120 - 150 m in 56 % and at 200 - 300 m in 27 %). But strong reac ons were s ll induced
even at greater al tudes. This is confirmed by various other authors. · Brent geese in Alaska reacted in 68 % of cases to
airplanes flying at  al tudes lower  than 610  m and  in  33  % to  higher  flying  aircra  (al tude  calcula on  via  land
markings, experimental fly-overs and lis ng into radio communica ons). · In two literature reviews for the Wadden
Sea, it is concluded in the summary that effects on birds are very marked at al tudes below 500 m (1700 )  and
decrease substan ally above this al tude. The disrup ve effect of an airplane depends on the lateral distance of the
fly-over. · In various studies, the frequency and intensity of the reac on decreased in inverse propor on to the lateral
distance. From 700 to 1000 m upwards, no birds took to the air. · Geese, however, flew off up to a lateral distance of
1.5 km. The first unrest at the approach of an aircra  occurred on average at a distance of 2.6 km. In general, it can be
said that an airplane travelling at high speed in a straight trajectory has less impact on birds than a slow airplane flying
in a curved trajectory.  A stronger  reac on is  o en observed in combina on with several  sources of disturbance
(s mulus summa on). Such a situa on frequently occurs precisely in those places where air sports a ract spectators:
flying  model  aircra ,  flying  sites  for  hang-gliders  and  paragliders  and  also  in  areas  around  airfields,  day-tripping
ac vi es, people walking and dogs off the leash can cause addi onal disturbances. 

The stress caused by people seeking relaxa on produces stronger and longer-las ng reac ons to airplanes in birds
than are seen at mes when there are no such leisure ac vi es. Conversely, air traffic, even if it does not cause birds to
take to the air, can lead to a substan al increase in the distance of the animals’ escape flight from humans. Some
s mulus-independent factors also affect the reac on of a bird. For example, breeding birds are inhibited from leaving
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the nest and for this reason alone react differently to disturbances. The willingness of parent birds to take risks may
increase in the course of the day or with advancing incuba on and rearing of chicks. Weather and season can also play
a role. During the wing moul ng period, when they are incapable of flight, ducks show substan ally greater sensi vity
in their reac ons to airplanes than at other mes. Birds in rela vely large swarms tend more towards escape flight
reac ons than groups of a few individuals. In mixed groups, species may influence each other in their reac ons. In the
Wadden Sea,  the birds are substan ally  more sensi ve before high de than a er  high  de.  8  Do birds  become
accustomed to air traffic? 

Almost all authors report on habitua on effects. It would seem that the frequency and above all the regularity with
which an airplane flies past have a decisive influence on the reac ons of birds. This is especially striking during military
exercises or in the vicinity of airfields, where bird species that are regarded as sensi ve can also be found. · The same
bird species which developed a certain tolerance to air traffic on Wadden Sea islands that have an airfield showed
considerable flight reac ons to comparable flyovers on Mellum, where there is no airfield in the vicinity. · Rare types of
aircra  in a certain area also produce conspicuously strong reac ons. These correla ons provide an explana on for the
different results,  e.g.  with regard to cri cal  flight al tudes, in  the various studies or for  unusual observa ons that
contradict the results of most other studies. But there are limits to the capacity for  habitua on. The uneven and
unpredictable movements of model airplanes and to a certain degree also of gliders, hang gliders and low-flying trikes
do not generally allow any habitua on. In sensi ve species (e.g. res ng curlews or Brent geese) even regular air traffic
does not lead to a greater degree of tolerance. At least some bird species or individuals react to heavy air traffic by
leaving the area, and no habitua on takes place. If only insensi ve birds are then observed, there is a tendency for this
to be confused with habitua on. Demands of nature conserva on · Many authors recommend maximum possible
flight al tudes for  airplanes to avoid disturbances of birds or mammals. The minimum al tude figures here range
between 150 and 750 m. Most experts recommend a flight al tude of at least 500 m. · In various projects, there was
also seen to be a need for an adequate lateral distance. Depending on the sensi vity of the animals studied, this
minimum distance ranges from one to eight kilometres (for helicopters). · In several studies, authors demand that air
traffic keep to routes and certain areas. 

A separa on into areas with regular traffic and areas free of air traffic on the one hand facilitate habitua on and on
the other effec ve protect the rest of the landscape. · In addi on to this proposal not to fly over areas with especially
sensi ve and threatened species, seasonal or day- me restric ons of air traffic are recommended where there are
specific or local problems. Examples of this are to set flight shows on a date in late summer or not to fly over ice-free
places of refuge for waterfowl during periods of frost. The original ar cle Kempf, N. & O. Hüppop (1998): “Wie wirken
Flugzeuge auf Vögel? - Eine bewertende Übersicht” in Naturschutz und Landscha splanung 30, (l), pp.17 - 28, is based
on a review of 161 publica ons and expert reports. These also list the cita ons of these studies, which are not given in
this short summary.  9 Dr.  Ommo Hüppop, 48,  biologist,  studied zoology,  general botany, hydrobiology and fishing
sciences and obtained his doctorate at the University of Hamburg. Since 1988 Director of the Island Sta on of the
Ins tute or Ornithological Research, “Vogelwarte Helgoland”. Main areas of work: ecology of seabirds and coastal
birds, bird migra on research, effects of human ac vi es on birds {fishing, disturbances, offshore wind energy plants)
Norbert  Kempf,  45,  biologist,  worked  mostly  on  the  North  Sea  and  Bal c  Sea  since  1983.  Main  areas  of  work:
ornithological studies, effects of human ac vi es on animals, aerial registra on of animal popula ons, appraisal of
nature conserva on conflicts 

full online version here. h ps://www.fai.org/sites/default/files/documents/ln_3-1_aircra _effects_on_birds.pdf
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